
































































































































































































































Figure 1 – Two views of the S3db core model. Top diagram - solid arrows describe 
relationship between the seven core entities; Dashed arrows (s3db:operatorState) indicate 
operators which have states that describe the relationship between users and each of the 
core entities. This core model encapsulates the key relationship between s3db:rule and 
s3db:statement, detailed in the lower part of the figure using N3 notation - the s3db:rule 
is a dyadic predicate and it is also, as a whole, the predicate of the s3db:statement. If the 
object of the s3db:rule triple is a literal attribute, then the object of the statement that rule 
predicates will be the attribute’s literal value. Otherwise the statement object is the item 
of the collection indicated as object of the rule. The statement subject is invariable an 
item from the collection indicated as subject of the predicate rule. See text for 
nomenclature and definitions.  
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Figure 1 - Web-based infrastructure architecture composed of server side representation and client 
side presentation + data analysis computational services. This disposition moves to the client side 
both the assembly of interfaces as well as the computational intensive data analysis services – such 
as computational statistics modules. As a consequence, all server side components are standardized 
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Grow th :  This third pat tern of usage is much longer 
than the previous two and corresponds to a relat ive 
light  act ivity  edit ing the domain of discourse while, 
on the contrary, an intensificat ion of the database 
access by the target community of users. This is 
dist inct  from  the preceding Calibrat ion state where 
data subm ission is frequent ly aided or even 
mediated by the database developers. 
• Maturation: The end of the data acquisit ion program that  
mot ivated the creat ion of t he database is somet imes 
associated with a decrease in the insert ion of new data 
(Statements)  and a near stop in the edit ing of the domain 
of discourse (Rules) . This per iod of maturat ion therefore 
produces a stable data service that  remains useful and is 
accessed regularly . We found this per iod to be ideal for 
harvest ing:  export ing the database schema for analysis of 
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• Calibra t ion :  once the subm ission of data t r iples 
(Statements)  intensif ies, the seed data model  is 
reconsidered and is significant ly edited. This second 
stage is characterized by heavy act iv ity  both regarding 
expanding or updat ing the domain of discourse and also 
regarding submission of data. We found this to be the 
r ight  t ime to engage the user community with t raining 
programs.
Jonas Almeida @ Univ Texas MDAnderson Cancer Ctr
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Conclusions
1.KOS: Domain neutral ontologies are particularly 
conducive to variable discovery.
2.Cloud: If the real­world domain expert is part of the 
exercise then the OS is the browser and the “command 
line” is its console.
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